Spring 2017

WINTER IS FINALLY OVER!
Each season in New England brings
weather enjoyed by some
and not so much by others. Nonetheless
the
changing weather is what
makes many of us enjoy
this area of the country.
The winter we just went
through came with a
number of challenges to
test the electrical infrastructure of Merrimac
Light Department’s
(MLD) distribution system. This winter
was particularly very windy, bringing down
trees and branches. The MLD has a extensive tree trimming program, which maintains tree branches away from power lines.
However, when the wind is blowing hard
enough, branches break and some trees
rotted on the base or with shallow roots
succumb to the force of the wind and
come down. On March 14th, a very strong
storm passed by the area and in addition
to the very strong winds, the storm
brought heavy snow that was sticking to
trees. High winds, including 60 and 70
MPH gusts, and heavy snow adding
weight to trees, is a recipe for big trouble
for any distribution system. We had a
number of trees down and branches that
broke, which caused some areas in Merri-

mac to experience a power interruption. Fortunately, the MLD staff, working
as a team with the other Town
departments, were able to access
those areas in the middle of the
storm and restore power. The
staff of the Light Department
worked hard to make repairs and
restore power to customers. Each
storm is different and the department adjusts its response depending on the severity of the storm.
Safety of the public and of the
employees is at the top of the priority list. Working on energized high voltage conductors is a dangerous business, especially in
the middle of a storm when
there are hazards that could
make the job more dangerous. There are situations
where it is safer to make
sure damaged conductors on
the ground are de-energized
and repairs take place at a
later time when it is safer to
perform the repairs and restoration of power. The
MLD staff is very conscious
of this and also the fact that being without power
in the middle of a storm is very inconvenient to
customers, especially for the elderly and customers
with young children. Any storm with the potential

of bringing down trees and
branches can cause a lot of damages and disrupt electrical service.
Because of this, the MLD advises
customers to have a professional
tree company remove rotted trees
and dead tree branches on their
properties. This will remove the
safety hazard, and avoid damages
to structures and electric service
wires going to the home. In big
storms, where a lot of damages are
sustained by the distribution system, individual house services are
the last thing to be restored after
the main electrical
infrastructure is
repaired. This
means that if your
house service has
not been compromised during a
storm, most likely
your power will be
back on when the
lines on the street
are restored. Taking precautions
and being proactive does help in
keeping our families safe and
minimizing power interruptions in
adverse weather conditions.

Get to Know Some of Our New People!!!
New people have joined the MLD staff and customers who usually pass by our office have probably met our newest customer service
clerk Tara Aniello who joined the MLD last August. In the office, we also have Melissa Sampson who has been assisting the MLD
on a as-needed basis since last August too. Both Tara and Melissa provide outstanding customer service and are a great asset to the
MLD. In operation, Matthew Shwom, an experienced lineman from a neighboring town, has joined the MLD as a 1st Class lineman.
Matthew fills the position left opened by one of our old time linemen who accepted a higher position at another electric utility.

Managing High Power Costs
For a couple of years now the MLD has been announcing the upcoming challenges with
rising power costs, mainly transmission and capacity. Last summer we reached out to
the public, through different means, in an attempt to have customers converse energy
during the typical high energy usage periods of the day. The 2017 Capacity charge period, based on the summer 2016 energy peak, will go into effect in June of this year.
This particular power expense is expected to go from $460,000 in 2016 to $925,000 in
2017. The same expense is expected go to $1.1 million in 2018. These are big expenses
that the department has limited ways to control. Currently, the MLD is looking at a project that will help reduce some of the impact of the high cost of Capacity, however one
of the most effective ways to impact Capacity is by customers shedding load during hot
days, especially between 12PM and 5PM. Summer is the time of the year when the system will peak and air conditioning load is the main factor for high summer consumption.
By reducing the amount of air conditioning load during very hot days, we are putting a
dent on the high capacity charge. Summer of 2017 will be a great opportunity to collaborate in managing the high power costs. By doing this, you are helping the Municipal Light Department keep electric rates from going up.

Conserve Energy- Reduce Your Energy Bill
For the last couple of years, around this time, we shared these energy saving tips which
serve as reminder of ways for customers to save energy. We decided to include them
again to spring you into saving!!!
1. Service your air conditioner. Easy maintenance such as routinely replacing or cleaning air filters can lower your cooling system’s energy consumption by up to 15 percent.
Also, the first day of spring could serve as a reminder to check your air conditioner’s
evaporator coil, which should be cleaned annually to ensure the system is performing at
optimal levels.
2. Open windows. Opening windows creates a cross-wise breeze, allowing you to naturally cool your home without switching on air conditioners. This is an ideal tactic in
spring when temperatures are mild.
3. Use ceiling fans. Cooling your home with ceiling fans will allow you to raise your
thermostat four degrees. This can help lower your electricity bills without sacrificing
overall comfort.
4. Cook outside. On warmer spring days, keep the heat out of your
home by using an outdoor grill instead of indoor ovens.
5. Install window treatments. Energy efficient window treatments
or covering such as blinds, shades and films can slash heat gain
when temperatures rise. These devices not only improve the look of
your home but also reduce energy costs.
6. Caulk air leaks. Using low-cost caulk to seal cracks and openings in your home
keeps warm air out -- and cash in your wallet.
7. Bring in sunlight. During daylight hours, switch off artificial lights and use windows and skylights to brighten your home.
8. Set the thermostat. On warm days, setting a programmable thermostat to a higher
setting when you are not at home can help reduce your energy costs by approximately
10 percent.
9. Seal ducts. Air loss through ducts can lead to high electricity costs, accounting for
nearly 30 percent of a cooling system’s energy consumption. Sealing and insulating
ducts can go a long way toward lowering your electricity bills.
10. Switch on bathroom fans. Bathroom fans suck out heat and humidity from your
home, improving comfort.
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